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Abstract
Geological field mapping is a process whereby geologic data is collected through visiting the
field in order to record the relevant data for the purpose of constructing a geological map. It
involves reconnaissance where stundents are able to familiarise themselves with the study
area including the terrain, weather and other conditions relevant to the actually reality of
the field environment of the area.
The most important parts also involves the actual field mapping where the actual
measurements are conducted using specialised instruments such as magnetic compass,
GPS-receiver, and others. The field observations are ought to be presented as per each field
day and group discussions are held each day as for group members to have a common
understanding about the field findings.
The final product is a geological map that shows different lithologies and is produced by
combining the maps from different groups, and is traced using the tracing paper and is
scanned for digitizing together with the cross section. The line of the cross section is drawn
in such that it should cut across almost all or all different types of lithologies in the map.
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1. Chapter One: Introduction
1.1. Description of the area
1.1.1. Location.
The Barberton Mountains are located in South Africa in Mpumalanga province. The area is
contained within Barberton Greenstone belt or more technically the Barberton super group
geological formation. A steeply inclined mountainous terrain are a result of varied geological
processes and stretches from Lochiel plateau in the south to Nelspruit-Komatipoort area in
the north and ranges to the Swaziland border. Parts of the Komati river catchment, the De
Kaap catchment and Mhlambanyati and Crocodile River are i luded i the area. The hills
are ro ky ith oist grassy upla ds a d forested alleys. The altitude ra ges fro
to
a o e ea sea le el.
ter s of geographi oordi ates ar erto is lo ated
appro i ately
“a d
.

Figure 1: A map showing the location of Barberton, Mpumalanga, South Africa.
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1.1.2. Vegetation
Vegetation in this area differs with altitude. Lowlands are characterised by thick vegetation
and shrubs, which include short and tall trees and it is very woody. In the mountainous area
the vegetation is not thick as compared to lowland areas. The types of vegetation in
Barberton include Savannah, Grassland, trees and shrubs.

Figure 2: A picture showing vegetation cover at both lowland and mountainous areas in Barberton.

1.1.3. Land use.
Land use is simply a general term used to describe activities that are practised in an area.
The most practised land uses in Barberton are nature conservation, crop farming (bananas,
lemons and oranges) settlement, tourism and mining. Livestock farming is the minor activity
that is being practiced in the area. A sensible minimum area comprises the currently
formalized nature reserves on both state owned and private land. The area is very attractive
and is suitable for tourism. Tourism is supported by both local and international visitors to
the area for its natural beauty. Tourism is also supported by the local urban community
where the landscape and its rich history are of interest to the locals. The area is also
frequently visited by both local and international academics, especially geologists who come
to the area for studying one of the oldest rocks in the geologic history. Private and state
owned land is used for tourism attraction, with game reserves abounded in the area and
also mountain hiking is also preferred.
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Mining activities range from small scale mining to large scale mining, in which gold is the
predominant commodity and examples are Sheba mine on the west, Fairview mine on the
south-west and Consort mine north west.

Figure 3: A picture showing a portion of Barberton land covered by farms.

Figure 4: A picture showing Barberton land covered by tailings dam and settlements.
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1.1.4. Climate
The climatic conditions of the Barberton change with changes in seasons, with rainfall of
755 mm during summer and temperature ranging from 32°C in January (summer) to 16°C in
July (winter). As climate is the average of many weather occurrences different weather
pattern occur throughout the year. Barberton normally receives about 672mm of rain per
year, with most rainfall occurring during summer. The chart below shows the average
rainfall values for Barberton per month. It receives the lowest rainfall (6mm) in July and the
highest (129mm) in December. The monthly distribution of average high and low
temperatures shows relatively same trend with that of the average rainfall and range from
22°C and 10oC in June to 28°C and 18oC in January respectively.
140
120
100
80
Average rainfall (mm)
60

Average high temperatures
Average low temperatures

40
20
0

Figure 5: A chart showing average rainfall, average high temperatures and average low temperatures throughout the
year.

1.1.5. Pedology
Barberton is characterized by different types of soil that ranges from sandy to silt soils.
These soils are as a result of weathering of sedimentary rock strata which are dominant in
the area. The soil types also determine the type of vegetation in the area. For soils which are
dark and red in colour, mostly they are derived from the disintegration of Iron rich rocks
su h as F “ a d asi ro ks a d su h lo atio are hara terized y gree tall pla ts. Area of
sandy soil is composed with grassy and thorny vegetation and therefore many plant species
are absent from the area.
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1.1.6. Drainage patterns
Drainage pattern describes the pattern in which streams and river are arranged in with
respect to each other. Drainage pattern reflect the structural properties of the underlying
rock strata. Most of the stream and rivers in the study area join each other at an angle of
less than 60° and form a shape resembling that of branches of a tree which is termed
dendritic pattern. Dendritic pattern can also form a radial pattern if streams are flowing
from a common central point such as a hill or a mountain, because of the high mountains
found in Barberton, streams tend to flow from the peak of the mountain into differing sides
and therefore forming a radial pattern. Some of the rivers in the study are flowing
(perennial) and some are not flowing (non-perennial). The major flow direction of streams
in the study is north east.

Figure 6: Ideal representation of a dendritic pattern.

Figure 7: A diagram showing streams flowing from a high point forming a radial pattern
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1.1.7. Topography and terrain.
The Barberton area is very mountainous with elevation ranging from 450 -1200 metered
above mean sea level. The Barberton Mountain Land is a rugged terrain that forms the
border between Mpumalanga province and Swaziland, yet relatively steep features, rivers,
valleys and mountains represent the southernmost extent of the Mpumalanga Drakensberg.

Figure 8: A picture showing a typical Barberton terrain.

1.2.

Objectives

1.2.1. Main Objective
To produce a more accurate geological map of the portion of the Barberton Greenstone Belt
showing the characteristics and distribution of the different rock lithologies as they appear
at or near the surface of the earth.

1.2.2. Genetic Objectives



To pass the geological field mapping course as to acquire Honors degree in Mining
and Environmental Geology
This field mapping will cover the basic methods used to gather large scale
geological data, the major component of the subject being a field mapping
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exercise. The subject will provide a practical introduction to geological field
mapping, air photo interpretation, and the use of remotely sensed data of various
forms.
After completing this field mapping, students should be familiar with the basic
methods of field mapping. Students should be able to determine how various rock
units relate to one another in the field and be able to interpret the geological
history of an area. Students should also be able to identify the common rocks and
i erals that o ur at the earth s surfa e.
To learn how to describe and log stratigraphic sequences of sedimentary rocks.
To learn how to construct geologic maps of areas comprising several square miles.
Students use topographic base maps, aerial photos, GPS units, and Silva compasses
to map two separate areas encompassing a variety of folded and faulted
sedimentary rocks often in association with igneous rocks.
To learn how to identify and map surficial deposits. Students will prepare a detailed
map of a relatively small area by mapping on aerial photographs and enlarged
topographic base maps.
To make observations concerning regional geology, including changes in sedimentary
facies, structural deformation, tectonics, and geologic history.
Ancillary goals include: gaining confidence in making geologic observations and
interpretations; broadening of geologic experience beyond the classroom; learning
to deal with incomplete or apparently contradictory geologic data; and learning to
cooperate and work in the field with fellow geologists.
MEG 3642 (GEOLOGICAL FIELD MAPPING) is a capstone experience that requires
students to demonstrate mastery of the concepts and skills acquired during their
undergraduate years.
To familiarize students with the basic concepts and principles of sedimentology
To know how to use geological equipment (i.e. the use of GPS, magnetic compass,
geological hammer, sledge hammer etc.)
To improve the knowledge and field skills in:
- Observation and description of rocks
- Differentiating between outcrops, boulders and floats.
Map location with pocket transit and GPS, including triangulation with topographic
maps.
Basic map location techniques with the pocket transit and topographic map (handleveling, triangulation, etc.).
Topographic and geologic survey technique with the Total Station.
Geologic field mapping and structural analysis in a poly-deformed metamorphic and
igneous terrenes, and folded to undeformed sedimentary rocks.
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Measurement of stratigraphic section and construction of stratigraphic column with
detailed description.
Construction of geologic cross-sections.
Hydrogeological measurements and mapping, including safety procedures and
certification.

1.2.3. Other Objectives
Why we did this geological field mapping?
By conducting geological field mapping, students learn through personal discovery the great
importance of geological information that they can use to solve geological problems in the
present conditions and in the future. Students learn to integrate their knowledge from a
variety of geological sub-disciplines and then develop the skills and confidence to solve
complex geological problems. Students also learn how to collect and analyze field data and
in so doing come to understand the limitations of such data. Students learn how to make
and record observations in the field, formulating and testing their hypotheses. In addition,
students learn how to make interpretations and predictions from data that are necessarily
inadequate, incomplete, and imprecise, preparing them for solving problems as professional
geologists.
All geologic studies are ultimately based on geologic maps, field observations, or field
sampling. All geologists need basic field skills, including the ability to read and locate on
topographic maps and air photos, recognize geologic relationships at the "outcrop level",
and collect and record rock descriptions, structural data, and other data systematically.
However the mere observation and recording of field data is an insufficient goal. These data
must be analyzed, interpreted, and integrated into a geologic map and cross sections and
also placed in a regional context. Creation of a geologic map requires that students develop
and use a wide variety of field skills. During this process students make selective
observations, formulate and test hypotheses, and wrestle with the uncertainties of field
data, insufficient exposure, and the interpretive nature of geologic maps. In short, they
learn to think like a geologist. Regardless of whether graduates ever engage in field work,
they will use geologic maps. Since geologic maps describe and interpret the earth, the
method of their creation is of singular importance to geologists. All geologists should
experience the process of preparing a geologic map to develop an appreciation for the
interpretive nature of geologic maps and the uncertainty inherent in field geology.
The purpose of field camp is to study rocks in the field and to learn how they have behaved.
At field mapping we prepare geologic maps and measure stratigraphic sections as to
demonstrate our understanding of the rocks, concepts and principles of sedimentology.
Currently geology branches into a plethora of specialization disciplines such as
hydrogeology, environmental geology, mining geology, exploration geology, etc. The scale at
which students study rocks at field mapping is more applicable to environmental problems
than to the problems of more traditional branches of geology, such as petroleum
exploration or tectonics.
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2. Chapter Two: Literature review
A literature review is a body of text that aims to review the critical points of current
knowledge including substantive findings as well as theoretical and methodological
contributions to a particular topic. Literature reviews are secondary sources, and as such, do
not report any new or original experimental work. It is also called desktop study. Literature
review precedes actual field mapping. The ultimate goal was to bring the up to date
theoretical background to the students about the past and present of the Barberton
greenstone belt. Review was achieved through the searching for literature, analytical
reading of papers and with the aid of help from the lecture. With field survey as the main
aim and geology of the area is far concerned, regional, detailed geology and structural
geology of the area was reviewed.

2.1. General geology
The Barberton Greenstone Belt occurs in an area known as the Barberton Mountain Land
which is a rugged tract of country in the Lowveld region of Mpumalanga Province and
Swaziland and also displays an unrivalled succession of some of the oldest rocks on the
planet. This Archaean greenstone belt represents one of the oldest and best pre-served
volcano-sedimentary successions not only in South Africa but also in the rest of the world. It
consists of a wide variety of volcanic and sedimentary rock types, collectively referred to as
the Swaziland Supergroup. The Barberton Mountain Land has provided geologists with a
unique opportunity to study the early history of the Earth and the evolution of the primitive
crust, as well as of early life on our planet. The Greenstone Belts in general occur as belts of
deformed volcanic and sedimentary strata.
Within this greenstone belt, the volcano-sedimentary assemblages of the Onverwacht,
Fig Tree and Moodies Groups constitute a distinctive and well-defined major entity of the
Barberton Sequence (Sacs, 1980). Thrusting tectonics within the greenstone belt created a
complex stratigraphy (i.e. tectonic repetition). The name greenstone is attributed to the
prevailing occurrence of the green minerals such as actinolite, amphiboles, chromium
us o ite fu hsite epidote gree hlorite a d serpentine.
These ancient rocks are 3.55 to 3.22 billion years old and they are so well preserved that
their fossils accurately record the earliest life forms on the planet, as well as evidence of the
first massive meteorite impact on record, possibly related to the formation of our moon.
The Barberton Greenstone Belt rocks of South Africa and Swaziland together with the
similar rocks of the Pilbara Craton of Western Australia provide most of the direct geologic
evidence of the nature and evolution of the pre-3.0 billion years Earth, its crust, surface
environment, ocean, atmosphere, and also its biota. The geology of the Barberton
Greenstone belt is composed of the best preserved ancient Achaean rocks on earth and as a
result the ra ge is so eti es referred to as the Ge esis of Life
The small and beautiful "Makhonjwa Mountain Range" close to Barberton, where gold and
as estos deposits o ur stret hes fro Jeppe s ‘eef to Oshoek a d fro “hiyalo gu o Da
to Quee s ri er. t is k o
orld ide i geologi al ir les as a treasure house of other
significant geological phenomena. Two main components of the region include the
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supracrustal succession of the Barberton Greenstone Belt and associated generally deeperlevel intrusive units, orthogenesis, and metamorphosed supracrustal xenoliths. Supracrustal
units of the Barberton Greenstone Belt form a mountainous area, the Barberton Mountain
Land, which affords many excellent outcrops which is generally accessible by vehicle and
foot.
Intrusive units surrounding the Barberton Greenstone Belt represent two major families of
igneous rocks namely, the TTG group (trondhjemite-tonalite-granodiorite), notable for the
predominance of plagioclase over alkali feldspar, even in rocks of high silica content, and the
GMS group (granite-monzonite-syenite), in which plagioclase is subordinate to alkali
feldspar. The TTGs make up broad, low-relief valleys around the Barberton Greenstone Belt,
whereas the GMS group tends to form more distant high, flat plateaus. The TTGs are coeval
with the Barberton Greenstone Belt, whereas the great bulk of the GMS plutons were
intruded long after sedimentation and peak deformation of the supracrustal sequence had
ceased.

Figure 9: A geological map showing general view of the Barberton Greenstone Belt.
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2.2. Regional geology
Greenstone belts are zones of variably metamorphosed mafic to ultramafic volcanic
sequences with associated sedimentary rocks that occur within Archaean and Proterozoic
cratons between granite and gneiss bodies. The name comes from the green hue imparted
by the colour of the metamorphic minerals within the mafic rocks. Chlorite, actinolite and
other green amphiboles are the typical green minerals.
A greenstone belt is typically several dozens to several thousand kilometres long and
although composed of a great variety of individual rock units, is considered a stratigraphic
grouping in its own right, at least on continental scales. Typically, a greenstone belt within
the greater volume of otherwise homogeneous granite-gneiss within a craton contains a
significantly larger degree of heterogeneity and complications and forms a tectonic marker
far more distinct than the much more voluminous and homogeneous granites.
Additionally, a greenstone belt contains far more information on tectonic and metamorphic
events, deformations and palaeogeologic conditions than the granite and gneiss events,
because the vast majority of greenstones are interpreted as altered basalts and other
volcanic or sedimentary rocks. As such, understanding the nature and origin of greenstone
belts is the most fruitful way of studying Archaean geological history. Greenstone belts are
basically metamorphosed volcanic belts.
The Barberton Mountain Land is characterised by rugged topography and deeply incised
river valleys. It is shaped roughly like a giant ice-cream cone, with the mandatory cherry on
top located at Badplaas and Komatipoort forming the tip of the cone (well, almost). It
extends from the high African hinterland down to the Lowveld, including a portion of
northwest Swaziland in its sweep.
The to s of “tey sdorp Ha elo k Horo Kaap uide Lou s Creek a d of ourse
ar erto ha e the ho our of ei g fou ded o this erita le Methuselah of the Earth s
crust and those who walk on it are treading on hallowed ground. Rocks of the Barberton
greenstone belt record a geological history of at least 490 million years, and were affected
by regional thermal perturbations for over 1500 Ma. Small tectonic wedges of 3570–3511
Ma schistose tonalite are the oldest rocks yet recognized, but little is known about their
tectonothermal history.
The earliest, well-recognized tectonothermal events represent mid-ocean ridge-like
processes. These were followed by two periods of arc-related and trench-related processes,
separated by 160 ma, the first (3445–3416 Ma) recording an intraoceanic suprasubductionlike environment and the second, (3260–3225 Ma) intra-arc and interarc-like processes,
culminating in arc amalgamation.
Accretion-like convergent processes dominated between 3230 Ma and 3080 Ma,
overlapping with the assembly of the Kaapvaal craton. At 3080 Ma the Barberton
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greenstone belt experienced a sudden shift from dominantly convergent to dominantly
transtensional tectonism and was mineralized with mesothermal gold along a regional
shear system. Soon afterward, transtension became distributed across the entire Kaapvaal
craton, heralding the onset of formation of the Witwatersrand basin by 3070 M
The Barberton greenstone belt is situated in the eastern edge of Kaapvaal Craton. It is well
known for its gold mineralisation and for its komatiites, an unusual type of ultramafic
volcanic rock named after the Komati River that flows through the belt. Some of the oldest
exposed rocks on Earth (>3.6 Ga) are located in the Barberton greenstone belt of the Swaz
Swaziland–Barberton areas and these contain some of the oldest traces of life on earth.
Only the rocks found in the Isua greenstone belt of Western Greenland are older.
The Barberton greenstone belt consists of a sequence of mafic to ultramafic lavas and
metasedimentary rocks emplaced and deposited between 3.5 and 3.2 Ga. The granitoid
rocks were emplaced over a 500-million-year time span and can be divided into two suites:
The tonalite-trondhjemite-granodiorite (TTG) suite (emplaced ca 3.5 - 3.2 Ga), and the
granite-monzogranite-syenitegranite (GMS) suite (emplaced ca 3.2 - 3.1 Ga).
The GMS suites are found over large parts of the Kaapvaal Craton and their emplacement
coincides with the first stabilization of the central parts of the craton. The GMS suite in the
Barberton granite-greenstone terrain shows very different internal and external
characteristics from the earlier TTG suite. Individual plutons may cover several thousand
square kilometres and these composite granitoid bodies have traditionally been referred to
as batholiths, alluding to their compositionally and texturally heterogeneous nature and
enormous areal extent. For the most part, the plutons appear undeformed.

Figure 10: A geological map showing the different groups of the Barberton Supergroup.
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Within this greenstone belt, the volcano-sedimentary assemblages of the Onverwacht, Fig
Tree and Moodies Groups constitute a distinctive and well-defined major entity of the
Barberton Sequence (Sacs, 1980). Thrusting tectonics within the greenstone belt created a
complex stratigraphy (i.e. tectonic repetition).
Greenstone belts have been interpreted as having formed at ancient oceanic spreading
centers and island arc terranes. Greenstone belts are primarily formed of volcanic rocks,
dominated by basalt, with minor sedimentary rocks inter-leaving the volcanic formations.
Through time, the degree of sediment contained within greenstone belts has risen, and the
amount of ultramafic rock (either as layered intrusions or as volcanic komatiite) has
decreased.
The Barberton area underwent two tectonic episodes of terrain accretion at ∼3.5 and 3.2
Ga. Early stages of shield development are exposed in the Barberton Mountains where the
continent formation first took place by magmatic accretion and tectonic amalgamation of
small proto-continental blocks. Several small diachronous blocks (3.6-3.2 Ga) have been
found in the area. Apparently each block represents a cycle of arc-related magmatism and
sedimentation. The Hooggenoeg Formation of the Barberton greenstone belt is dated at
3.45 Ga. and evolved through magmatism. This crustal development phase was followed by
a period of Meso-archaean cratonic magmatism (3.1-3.0 Ga) and is marked by the formation
of a large crescent-shaped, juvenile arc that was accreted onto the northern and western
margins of the evolving Kaapvaal shield. Archaean greenstone belts are hypothesized to
have been formed from passive margin oceanic crust that became part of an extensive subduction-undercut margin. The TTG intrusions are thought to have been formed by post-subduction magmatism when sub-duction was halted, perhaps by arrival of a micro-craton.
The 3.1 Ga Mpuluzi batholith in the Barberton granite–gneiss terrane is made up of granite
sheets. The structurally higher parts are underlain by an anastomosing network of steeply
dipping, variably deformed dykes and sheets. According to a study done by Westraat et al.
(2005): "Multiple intrusive relationships and geochronological evidence suggests that
granite sheeting and the assembly of the pluton occurred over a period of 3–13 Ma. The
spatial and temporal relationship between deformation and magma emplacement reflects
episodes of incremental dilation related to deformation along the bounding shear zones and
granite sheeting. The transition to the mainly sub-horizontal granite sheets at higher
structural levels of the tabular Mpuluzi batholith indicates the intrusion of the granites
during sub-horizontal regional shortening, where the reorientation of the minimum normal
stress to vertical attitudes at the shallow levels of emplacement allowed for vertical dilation
and sub-horizontal emplacement of the granite sheets.
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2.3. Detailed geology
Rocks of the 3570–3080 Ma Barberton greenstone belt record a geological history of at least
490 million years (Ma.), and were affected by regional thermal perturbations for over 1500
Ma. Small tectonic wedges of 3570–3511 Ma schistose tonalites are the oldest rocks yet
recognized, but little is known about their tectonothermal history. The earliest, wellrecognized tectonothermal events (3490–3450 Ma) represent mid-ocean ridge-like
processes.
These were followed by two periods of arc-related and trench-related processes, separated
by 160 ma; the first (3445–3416 Ma) recording an intra-oceanic supra-sub-duction-like
environment and the second, (3260–3225 Ma) intra-arc and inter-arc-like processes,
culminating in arc amalgamation. Accretion-like convergent processes dominated between
3230 Ma and 3080 Ma, overlapping with the assembly of the Kaapvaal craton.
At 3080 Ma the Barberton greenstone belt experienced a sudden shift from dominantly
convergent to dominantly trans-tensional tectonism and was mineralized with mesothermal
gold along a regional shear system. Soon afterward, trans-tension became distributed across
the entire Kaapvaal craton, heralding the onset of formation of the Witwatersrand basin by
3070 Ma. The Barberton super group comprises of three major lithological units and those
are Onverwacht, Fig Tree and the Moodies.

Figure 11: A detailed geological map of the Barberton Greenstone Belt show three main stratigraphic divisions.
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2.3.1. Onverwacht group
The Onverwacht group is a greenstone mountain formation from the Archaean eon in the
Kaapvaal craton in South Africa and Swaziland. A well-known part of the Onverwacht series
is visible in the Komati valley, located in the east of the Transvaal region. The Onverwacht
series can be divided into two subgroups with six formations: Geluk subgroup; Swartkoppie
formation (920m); Kromberg formation (1920m); Hooggenoeg formation (4850m);
Tjakastad subgroup; Komati formation (3500m); Theespruit formation (1980m) and
Sandspruit formation (3200m).
The Kromberg formation
The Kromberg formation, on the western limb of the Onverwacht anticline overlies the
prominent Buck reef Chert and it is associated volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks. Along the
komatiite river type section the Kromberg formation include about 1920m of volcanic and
sedimentary rocks of the three main lithofacies (i) massive and pillowed basalt and
ko atiite ii afi lapilli s tuff a d iii la k a d a ded hert. The top of the Kro erg
formation is placed at top of the regionally traceable foot bridge chert.
The Hooggenoeg formation
The Hooggenoeg formation has been described in the past as a volcanic sequence,
approximately 4850m thick and having a distinct cyclic nature, with five or more cycles,
develop in the type area. Each cycle, initially tholeiitic basalt, when it progresses upward
into thinner zones of dacitic to rhyodacitic lava it was capped by chert. Subsequent workers,
however indicated that for various localities in the BGB the tops of mafic flow sequences are
ofte per asi ely sili ified thus e plai i g the o ser ed felsi tra sitio fro
asalt to
chert and refuting the concept of cyclic volcanicity of Viljoen. A 10Km thick komatiite basalt
unit in the centre of the formation extending to entire length of the western limb of the
Onverwacht anticline was recognised by William. These observations have resulted in the
recognition that the Hooggenoeg formation is a bimodal/mafic extrusive sequence like most
other clastic rocks at the top of the Hooggenoeg formation have been shown to be coeval
and cogenetic with the deep seated trondhjemites that intrude the base of the Onverwacht
group.
Cloete emphasized that the felsic porphyry and volcanic rocks are tectonically distinct from
the underlying mafic volcanic because of (i) the allochthonous nature of mafic volcanic and
(ii) the cogenetic association of the felsic rocks have with the deep seated t trondhjemites
such as the Theespruit and stolzburg plutons. To separate the from the Hooggenoeg
formation and to facilitate discussion it has been proposed that felsic rocks be termed the
buck-ridge porphyry. The Buck-Ridge porphyry and associated volcanic and volcaniclastic
rocks were subsequently capped by the Buck Reef chert consisting of the shallow-marine
non-volcanogenic sediment from middle masker to the base of the buck ridge on the
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western limb of the Onverwacht anticline, the mafic volcanic of the Hooggenoeg formation
attain a thickness of between 300m and 400m.
The Komati formation
The Komati formation, in the well-presented type locality on the western limb of the
Onverwacht anticline attains a maximum thickness of about 3500m lying Hooggenoeg
formation. An East ward, towards the hinge of the Onverwacht anticline, thickening along
the eastern limb, the formation is faulted out altogether. West of the type locality on
approximately 80% reduction in the thickness of the Komati formation occurs, which was
initially considered to be stratigraphic and thus an original extrusive feature. However, the
presence of an abundance of flattened to ascribe the reduced thickness rather to vertical
extension related to the emplacement of the nearly granitoids.
The Komati formation consists predominately of metamorphosed komatiitic, komatiitic
basalt, minor metatholelite and small intrusive bodies of soda-rich porphyry. The komatiite
and komatiitic basalts form a steeply dipping, NNE-youngling, complexity interdigitating
sequence of compositionally discrete flows. The lower half of the formation comprises
komatiite whereas the upper half essentially contains only high MgO komatiitic basalt. The
virtual absence of pyroclastic, chemical or detrital sediments interlayered with lava flows in
noteworthy.
The Theespruit formation
The Theespruit formation is about 1890m thick and consists of a varied assemblage of
metamorphose lavas, tuffs and more rarely, pillow and ocelli-rich rocks, and either of highmg basalt, komatiitic basalt. Less common ultramafic rocks also occur, mainly as
conformable and persistent layers of serpentinite and schists but also as pods and lenses. A
diagnostic feature of the formation is the presence of felsic pyroclastic, volcaniclastic and
autoclastic units forming prominent sericitic, aluminous and siliceous schistose beds with
minor chert. Recent findings suggest the succession is an amphibolite facies, highly
tectonised mélange, Allochthonous to the Barberton greenstone belt and sharing a tectonometamorphic history with the high grade gneiss terrane to the south.
The Sandspruit formation
The Sandspruit formation, originally defined by Viljoen and Viljoen (1969), has a preserved
thickness of about 2135m and is developed exclusively as isolated remnants, zeniths and
stringers of ultramafic to mafic amphibolites enveloped by intrusion trondhjemitic gneisses
of the Theespruit, stolzburg and other plutons in the south western parts of Barberton
greenstone belt. Additional components include miner metasedimentary units comprising
chert and BIF, calc-silicate rocks and arkoses, the later containing detrital zircon ranging
between 3540 and 3521Ma in age.
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A minimum age of 3411Ma for the Sandspruit formation is given by trondhjemitic gneisses
that intrude the greenstone remnant. Mineral assemblages in all the rocks types indicate
peak pressure-temperature conditions in the order of
to
˚ a d to
kilo bars,
implying a tectonic setting comparable to some modern orogenic belts and possibly
representing an exhumed id to lo er rustal ase e ts terra e to the ar erto
greenstone belt at the time of the peak metamorphic even 3230Ma.
Generally, the Onverwacht group consists of ultramafic to mafic rocks. This is the group that
have features indicating submarine deposition. It is likely that the entire Onverwacht group
was deposited in water. Rocks which are found in this group are; mafic and felsic rocks,
chert, calc-silicate, Arkoses, Mafic lava, Breccia.

2.3.2. The Fig Tree group
The Fig Tree group overlies the conformable Onverwacht group and consist of shallow
marine as well as deep marine facies. The Fig Tree group, consist of some rocks
characterising the Moodies group. The group consist of the following lithologies: shale
turbiditic, lithic greywacke, volcano clastic sandstone, chert, turbiditic siltstone,
conglomerate, breccias, Mudstone, iron rich shale.

2.3.3. The Moodies group
This is the topmost litho-stratigraphic unit of the Barberton super group. It occurs in a series
of structural, isolated blocks and erosion remnants. The 3.22-3.10 Ga old Moodies Group,
uppermost unit of the Swaziland Supergroup in the Barberton Greenstone Belt (BGB), is the
oldest exposed, well-preserved quartz-rich sedimentary sequence on earth. It is preserved
in structurally separate blocks in a heavily deformed fold-and-thrust belt.
North of the Inyoka Fault, Moodies strata reach up to 3700 m in thickness. Detailed
mapping, correlation of measured sections, and systematic analysis of paleocurrents show
that the lower Moodies Group north of the Inyoka Fault forms a deepening- and finingupward sequence from a basal alluvial conglomerate through braided fluvial, tidal, and
deltaic sandstones to offshore sandy shelf deposits. The basal conglomerate and overlying
fluvial facies were derived from the north and include abundant detritus eroded from
underlying Fig Tree Group dacitic volcanic rocks. Shoreline-parallel transport and extensive
reworking dominate overlying deltaic, tidal, and marine facies.
The lithologies and arrangement of Moodies Group facies, sandstone petrology, the
unconformable relationship between Moodies strata and older deformed rocks, presence of
at least one syndepositional normal fault, and presence of basaltic flow rocks and air fall
tuffs interbedded with the terrestrial strata collectively suggest that the lower Moodies
Group was deposited in one or more intramontane basins in an extensional setting.
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Thinner Moodies sections, south of the Inyoka Fault, generally less than 1000 m thick, may
be correlative with the basal Moodies Group north of the Inyoka Fault and were probably
deposited in separate basins. A northerly derived, southward-thinning fan-delta
conglomerate in the upper part of the Moodies Group in the central BGB overlies lower
strata with an angular unconformity. This and associated upper Moodies conglomerates
mark the beginning of basin shortening by south- to southeast-directed thrust faulting along
the northern margin of the BGB and suggest that the upper Moodies Group was deposited
in a foreland basin.
Timing, orientation, and style of shortening suggest that this deformation eventually
incorporated most of the BGB into a major fold-and-thrust belt. Generally the rocks of this
group form in the Barberton mountain land. These rocks are present the upward fining
sequences and comprises of the following rock: Conglomerate, Quartzite, Siltstone, Shale,
Fine grained minor sandstone, Minor rocks; chert, BIF.

Figure 12: Simplified stratigraphic section of Barberton Supergroup in the principal, structural and stratigraphic domains.
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2.4. Structural geology
The study of structural geology looks at the distribution of rock units in a three-dimensional
perspective and this is with respect to their deformational histories. The study of structural
geology uses present-day measurements of the geometry of rocks and uses this to reveal
historic information in terms of deformation in the rocks. This leads to understanding of the
stress field that caused the observed rock geometries. The study thus outlines historic
information such as orogeny or mountain building, folding and rifting as a result of plate
tectonics. The study also refers to the delineation, description and analysis of deformed
rock structures.

Figure 13: A geological map of Barberton Greenstone Belt showing major faults indicated by dark lines.

2.4.1. Faults
Faults are fractures in rock masses which are caused by usually tectonic forces or tectonic
stresses. In which we find that tensile stresses or pulling stresses usually cause the
formation of a normal fault. Compression stresses or pushing stresses usually achieve a
reverse or thrust fault. Strike or slip faults are a type of faults which displace blocks
horizontally, and are characterized by little or no movement in the vertical plane. Faults can
also be defined as rock fractures where there is a considerable displacement, measurable or
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observable amount of displacement across the rock planes. Faults may be classified on the
basis of their geometry and generic properties and as such it can be based on the direction
in which the movement has taken place and also on the attitude of the fault in relation to
the strata involved.
In Barberton an area close to the Sheba mine is home of a fault which is termed the Sheba
Fault. The fault has a significant aesthetic view which is part of the tourism attraction;
however we did not get a chance to view the Sheba fault during our mapping procedure.
These geological features were due to deformations in the rock units surrounding the area.
Stresses however have induced movements or have caused displacements of rock strata
along weak zones. Movement normally takes place along the weak zones forming a fault
plane.

Figure 14: Simplified structural map of the Jamestown and Sheba Hills area of the Barberton Mountain Land showing the positions
of the more important folds, faults, and fractures in the region.

2.4.2. Folds
Folds are a result of tectonic compression forces causing plastic deformation. Plastic
deformation is a type of deformation in which there is no rupture or fracture in the rocks;
however the forces cause the rocks to achieve permanent bending. Plastic deformation
ost ofte o urs ell elo the earth s surfa e here o ditio s of high heat a d
pressure allow the rocks to behave in this manner.
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Figure 15: A simplified illustration of folds.

Folds are easiest to recognize in sedimentary or metamorphic rocks where some type of
layering or fabric is discernable. In Barberton, folding is more prominent among the Banded
Iron Formations in which the alternating layers of lithologies are noticed to be heavily
deformed.

2.4.3. Joints
Joints are distinguished from faults in the sense that they are cracks in which there has been
no movement of the rock on side of the opening relative to the other side. Joints together
with faults are very important geological features mainly during exploration and prospecting
because they are frequently observed to be hosts for vast amounts of high grade ores
usually gold mineralization.
The cracks or fractures that are observed or that are found at the surfaces of most rocks are
what we refer to as joints. Typically, fine-grained rocks tend to have close-spaced joints,
while coarse-grained rocks tend to have wide-spaced joints. The jointing pattern within a
specific rock type is sometimes so consistent that it can often be a useful aid for geologic
mapping.
Joints may form as a result of deformation of the rocks during the process of folding, as a
result of the contraction in mud as it dries. Formation in this manner is achieved when the
mud is preserved and is lithified into a mudstone. Joints can also form as a result of magma
cooling during the formation of volcanic or sub-volcanic. In this situation, joints form
perpendicular to cooling surfaces, and generally form columns with five or six sides (called
columnar jointing). Another type of jointing develops when cracks form parallel to the
topographi surfa e alled sheeti g . These types of joi ts result he uplift a d erosio
removes the confining pressure of the overlying rock layers. As a result the rocks rebound
and tend to break into slab-like layers.
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2.5. Mineralization
The Bien Venue massive sulphide deposit (Barberton Greenstone Belt)
The Bien Venue massive sulphide deposit is associated with a felsic volcanic succession
developed in the north-eastern part of the Barberton Greenstone Belt, Eastern Transvaal.
The deposit is situated 8km east-north-east of Lou s Creek et ee the Lily “y li e to the
south and the Stentor Pluton to the north.
The felsic volcanics have undergone low-grade greenschist facies metamorphism and occur
as quartz-sericite schists
Petrographic studies enable sub-division of the volcanic succession into distinct units.
A lapilli metatuff unit hosts the base metal and precious metal mineralization. The
sulphides are best developed in the upper part of this unit, together with intercalated
barite-rich horizons and cherts.
A series of structural events have modified the attitude of the lithological units and
disrupted the continuity of the ore body.
The orebody comprises stratabound lenses of massive to semi-massive and often banded
sulphides, as well as disseminated sulphide mineralization. The dominant base metal
mineralogy consists of pyrite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, galena and tennantite. Native silver
and various copper-silver sulphides are also associated with the base metal sulphides.
There is also a vertical zonation of the mineralization, from pyrite chalcopyrite-rich ore in
the footwall, to pyrite -chalcopyrite-sphalerite-galena-barite-rich ore towards the hanging
wall.
Geochemical studies show that the Bien Venue lithologies are rhyolitic to rhyodacitic in
composition. The mobility of some elements at Bien Venue is associated with hydrothermal
alteration that has led to Si02 and MgO enrichment, as well as K2O depletion, in the wall
rocks of the deposit.
The geological setting and nature of the mineralization at Bien Venue is an example of a
volcanogenic exhalative sulphide deposit in terms of the classification scheme suggested by
Hutchinson (1973, 1980).
Gold mineralization
Greenstone belts are important sources of gold. Most Archaean greenstone belt gold
occurrences have been classified tectonically as orogenic gold deposits (Groves et al., 1998;
Goldfarb et al., 2001), but are referred to with a range of other names as well including
lode gold, mesothermal gold, hydrothermal gold, shear-zone-hosted gold and quartzcarbonate vein gold. These names reflect the common association of orogenic gold
deposits with shear zones, veining and low- to medium-grade metamorphic alteration
within deformed and metamorphosed host rocks in active tectonic environments (Groves
et al., 1998). Gold occurs as replacement-type mineralization with quartz carbonatesulphide veins in lithologies of suitable composition and permeability. Orogenic gold
deposits have been attributed to accretionary events in arc settings during the late stages
of Cordilleran tectonics (e.g. Kerrich et al., 2000; Goldfarb et al., 2001; Groves et al., 2003;
Groves et al., 2006; Bierlein et al., 2006).
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By grouping Archaean lode-gold deposits as orogenic gold it is implicit that Archaean
greenstone belts represent accretionary terrains; an interpretation supported by the
common observation that orogenic gold deposits are spatially associated with secondary
structures near major compression and/or late-stage transpressional shear zones (e.g.
Robert et al., 1991; Groves et al., 1998), which act as fluid pathways carrying mineralization
from greater depth.
The multi-staged nature of mineralization in shear zones is commonly explained with a
cyclic fault-valve model (Sibson, 2001; 2004). Impermeable rocks along the fault plane may
act as barriers below which fluid whole rock interaction is optimized to generate ore zones
(e.g. Cox et al., 2001). Gold is trapped in complex arrays of dilatant, brittle-ductile
structures interpreted as secondary structures to thrusts (e.g. Colvine et al., 1988;
Robert et al., 1991) generally reactivated by subsequent strike-slip movement. During
mineralization, greenschist to amphibolite metamorphic conditions of 200 to 650º C and 1
to 5 kilobars prevailed, with siliceous, carbonate and potassic alteration haloes, and a
generally low salinity
Gold mineralization in the world-class Sheba-Fairview mining district in the Barberton
greenstone belt, South Africa, occurs along a fracture network that is arranged in
overlapping Riedel, P-shear and anti-Riedel arrays on 10 meters and 100 meters scales. The
mineralized structures did not result from movement on the Sheba shear zone, which is not
a major thrust. Instead the Sheba shear zone is locally overprinted by the mineralized
structures and reactivated as a sinistral normal fault. Mineralization was accompanied by
silicification and the emplacement of porphyries, and occurred after the ductile geometry
of the greenstone belt was fully established, i.e. after the emplacement of late-tectonic,
3105 Ma potassic granites and associated doming and constructional folding.
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3. Chapter Three: Methodology of the field mapping
3.1. Reconnaissance Survey
Reconnaissance survey refers to a preliminary survey or exploration of a selected area in
order to familiarize oneself and to obtain the necessary information about the area in order
to allow precise planning for the fulfilment of a desired purpose of an activity to be
undertaken in that area. This includes the actual field visit to make observations of what is
actually there and to have the feel of the study area. For our reconnaissance survey,
stude ts departed fro Diggers ‘etreat at H the or i g on Saturday after choosing
the study areas. We observed the general strike of the lithologies, the types of rocks, the
relationship between the vegetation and rock types and also had the feel of the terrain in
the field. Nevertheless, this was not enough for us to make precise planning for the actual
field mapping; we also did our desktop studies to obtain comprehensive data concerning
the study area.
Desktop study refers to the studies which gather and analyze the existing data from public
domain, scientific and commercial databases, and available project sources.
This phase involves the accumulation, study and interpretation of existing data. Data from
the following sources was studied and interpreted:
 Maps: topographic, geological, ortho-photographs, geophysical, agricultural,
pedological.
 Aerial photographs and satellite imagery: Most recent and older sets where studied
in order to gain knowledge on the aerial appearance of the area.
 Reports: Geological, site specific reports.
Existing databases: Council for Geosciences, CSIR.

3.1.1. Objectives





To familiarize ourselves with the actual study area.
Ascertain general overview of the location.
To study the general strike direction of present lithologies.
To enable us to prepare and construct traverse-line in such that they cut across or
become perpendicular to the general strike direction.

3.1.2. Preparation and construction of traverse lines
Geological traverse lines are the component of field studies that permit access to new
pertinent geological information. Visual observation at many scales is a critical method by
which this information is acquired. Geological traverse lines serve many purposes including:
 Providing initial reconnaissance of an area.
 Permitting structured observation, measurements, or sample collection to address a
particular geological problem or set of problems.
 Enabling deployment of scientific, communications or other equipment.
 In our case traversing was mainly designed so that we can be able to encounter all
the lithologies and formations in our study area.
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Figure 16: A topographic map showing boundary of the study area and the designated traverse lines.

Each traverse lines were designed to divide the study area into four equal areas to ensure
more accuracy of encountering as many lithologies as possible. The number of traverses
where also influenced by the number of days available for mapping. Our traverse direction
is determined by the striking direction of the lithological formations. Traverses were
designed in such that are perpendicular to the strike direction at all times. Our general
strike direction was NW – SE that is the reason why our traverse lines are from north to
south.

3.2. Field work
Fieldwork is the term used to describe the collection of raw data through visiting the study
area and carrying out the actual geological field mapping activities in order to achieve the
ascertaining of the different lithologies of the portion of the Barberton Greenstone Belt.
Fieldwork on its own allows the opportunity to test and develop hypothesis through
objective observations, measurements, interpretation of associations and the development
of both objective and interpretive age relations. During the field visit, there are some
aspects of geology that we take into consideration in order to accomplish the main aims
and objectives of the purpose of conducting the activity of geological field mapping of
which is to achieve an outcome of producing geological map showing sequence of
lithological strata lying proximity to each other.
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3.2.1. Detailed field work
The detailed field work begins by locating oneself and the identification of reference points
or features in the field, in our group we used the R38 road as a reference feature and all
other points we defined them relative to the R38 road where we used GPS-receiver to
identify the actual coordinates. This also helped us to identify the points to start with our
traverses on each day of our field work. The topographic map and the GPS-receiver were
the main tools for locating ourselves in the field.

Figure 17: From left, a topographic map and a GPS-receiver.

General Field mapping procedure










Identification of the location of each exposure was carefully noted with the help or
assistant of the handheld GPS-receiver with satellite coverage. Then plot the
readings from the GPS-receiver on the topographical map accurately reading from
the latitudes and longitudes appearing on the edges of the map-sheets.
Identify and classify an outcrop or exposed rock-type in to general rock group (i.e.
Igneous, Sedimentary or Metamorphic Rock), in the field under naked eye or with
the help of a pocket hand-specimen (hand-lens) as the baseline to collect geological
information of the area. Other field equipment such as geological hammer or sledge
hammer was used to ensure that the representative sample provided that it has
fresh surfaces has been collected.
Measure and record the attitude (striking direction and dipping direction) of the
outcrop using the magnetic compass.
Describing and classifying the different lithologies and their contact relationship with
the adjacent lithologies
Various lithological studies in the field are to be grouped or arrange in a
chronological order with an objective to establish the chronostratigraphy, in the
field. To determine or identify different types of the rock following steps were
undertaken:
o Estimate the color index
o Identify textural properties
o Describe the mineral composition
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o Identify the grain size
o Describe the hardness characteristics
o Estimate the percentage of the matrix verses the framework (if the textural
sedimentary rock)
o Identify the bedding, laminations, fissility properties
o Full description of the environmental conditions surrounding the location of
the outcrop.
Such data was summarised in the form of a table that was drawn in the field note book and
data was captured in the form of filling in the obtained data in their respective columns and
rows. This was also done to maintain certain time efficiency and avoid mixing of the
information to allow easy interpretation. Example of table used is presented below.
Table 1: Example of table that was used in the field to fill-in data.

SUNDAY 16 SEMPTEMBER 2012 TRAVERSE 1
DAY1
SAMPLE
LOCATION
ATTITUDE
ELEVATION COMMENTS
NUMBER COORDINATES
T1S1
25o
. “
Strike:
622m
The rock is
31o
. E
S110oE
highly
o
composed of
Dip: 40 SW
quartz
with
some
dark
streaks
and
individual
grains cannot
be seen by
naked eyes. Is
course
textured with
high
competency
o
T1S11
25
. “
Strike:
882m
The rock has
o
o
31
9 E
N76 W
rounded
pebbles
Dip: 58oSW
supported by
a dark colored
matrix and is
fairly
competent

NAME
OF ROCK
Quartzite

Conglomerate

It should be noted though that, the comments column was subject to alterations and
additions of data after the detailed analysis which was usually done after coming back from
the field and allows the incorporation of missing or omitted data during field analysis.
Sample collection was done through hammering an outcrop at points that can be
breakable such as the edges with a sledge hammer, and a representative fresh sample is
obtained with careful consideration of not taking a weathered portion of the outcrop or
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obtaining sample from a float. This was done to allow precise and accurate identification of
rock properties and taking or analyzing the rock in situ as this was supposed to be
presented in a map i.e. allowing accuracy in location of lithology.

Figure 19: A picture showing activities involved in sample collection i.e. notes taking, locating the point on a map,
measuring the attitudes and others.

Sample registering was done in every sample obtained from every outcrop that was
encountered in the field, as follows: the sample was collected, marked (with a permanent
marker) and its registration identity was noted in the field-book according to their
sequence of adjacency along the traverse line. And the registration identity was designed
based on the traverse number and sampling point e.g. T1S1, where T1 represent the
traverse number and S1 represent the sampling point.
In locating ourselves in the field, clear and stable (i.e. cannot change or change over a long
period of time e.g. mountains, rivers, etc.) features that were visible on the map and on the
ground were used together with the GPS-receiver to get the coordinates reference.
Features such as (R38 Kaapmaiden/ Barberton), rivers, and mountains were used as
reference points when locating ourselves during our field mapping.
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Topo-map

Figure 20: A picture showing a typical situation of locating ourselves in the field.

Measuring attitudes
Attitude refers to the orientation of a geologic feature expressed in terms of strike and dip.
Strike refers to the measure of tilt on a horizontal plane of the lateral extent of a geologic
feature relative to the true north line such as a line of a bed, fault, or other planar features.
The strike is the compass direction of a horizontal line on the strata. This refers to the
direction of a line formed by the intersection of the inclined surface (bedding or fault plane
and an imaginary horizontal plane. The strike of a bed, fault, or other planar feature is a line
representing the intersection of that feature with a horizontal plane. The direction of the
line is expressed as the bearing, which is the angular difference between true north and the
strike line. On a geologic map this is represented with a short straight line segment oriented
parallel to the strike line.

Figure 21: An ideal illustration of the strike direction.
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Dip direction of a lithology is the direction to which the lithology is tilted from the
imaginary horizontal plane and is always measured perpendicular to the strike. The angle at
which the lithology is tilted is called the dip angle.

Figure 22: An ideal illustration of dip direction.

Dip angle is the angle of the inclined surface below the imaginary horizontal plane. The dip
angle is always measured perpendicular to the strike line. It refers to the orientation or
attitude of a geologic feature. The dip gives the angle below the horizontal of a tilted bed or
geological feature, and is given by the number (0°-90°) as well as a letter (N, S and E, W)
with rough direction in which the bed is dipping. The dip angle is a very important
component of the cross-section it allows us to extrapolate and to view the rock
assemblages as they are in the subsurface. The angle of dip is the angle that the strata
make with the horizontal. The direction of dip is the compass direction of a vertical line on
the strata.

Dip angle

Figure 23: An ideal illustration of a dip angle.

Strike and dip direction are used to specify the orientation of the geological surface-rocks,
such as top of a bed of sedimentary rock, - an outcrop. Before measuring the strike or dip
readings, all the metallic objects such as geological hammer (sledge hammer), cellphones,
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coin metal, and also members with the steel-cap boots, was to stay at least 5m away from
the compass, and then readings were measured and obtained.
Strike direction determination
The strike direction refers to the direction of any imaginary horizontal plane running along
planar-bed. Striking depict the stretching of the bedding strata, and it can be measured
anywhere as long as is on the plane surface across the bed strata.
When measuring the strike direction of the outcrop,
 The compass was aligned on the elongated smooth surface,
 Then centers the spirit bubble,
 Align the north-wheel with the needle-arrow,
 Thereafter, determine the readings on the compass,
 And record them on the field book, within the appropriate column of strikedirection.
The reading units on the compass can be expressed as N-S, E-W, NW-SE, and NE-SW, or as
azimuth degrees.
Dip-direction determination
The dip direction is the azimuth of the direction and is projected to a horizontal which is 90
degrees off the strike angle. Dip angle- refers to the angle that forms between the
horizontal plane and the direction of inclined-slope. It is the maximum inclination of the
bed in the degrees from the horizontal plane to the surface of the deep-slope. The dipangle is always measured after strike-direction, and scientifically found to be perpendicular
to the strike-direction. The direction of the dip-angle is always in the direction of the
dipping slope.
When measuring dip direction,
 The compass was put in parallel to the inclined surface,
 Then determines the readings from the small-needle inside the compass.
 Then, record the readings on the field booklet.
The unit of the dip-direction they are similar to those of strike-direction, but only differ in
quadrant, e.g. if the strike-direction is SW-NE, the dip-direction will be NW-SE.
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Figure 24: A picture showing the process of measuring attitudes.

Plotting the geographical coordinates on the Topo-sheet/map
Plotting of the geographic coordinate on the map, firstly require the reference from the
GPS-receiver readings, and then transfer them to the map. This was done by identifying the
latitudinal values and the longitudinal values on the map, and locate the cross-cut point
were the longitude and the latitude meets on the map-face.
These process may be distorted if the GPS-readings are incorrect and inaccurate, or also by
map deflection during print-out of the map-sheet.
Colouring of the lithological units on the Topo-sheet
Colouring is the activity which done after identifying the type of the lithological unit, and
then representing it on the map. Whereby, its thickness, striking direction, and properties
are well-defined hence the map will be the representation of what is appearing on the
ground.
Different rock types are assigned with different colours such as:
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Table 2: A table showing the colours used to represent lithologies.

TYPES OF ROCKS
Mudrocks
Sandstone
Greywacke
Conglomerate
Chert
Banded Iron Formation
Quartzite
Slate
Greenschist
Pillow lavas
Dykes and Sills

COLOUR
Yellow
Orange
Grey
Purple
Red
Red
Blue
Pink
Green
Brown
Black

3.2.2. Items of equipment and tools
Different equipment and tools were used to help obtain comprehensive data that will help
to compile the final report which will allow us to meet our ultimate objective of producing a
geological map. In addition to the already mentioned, the following equipment and tools
were used for different purposes:
Geological hammer and sledge hammer

Figure 25: Geological hammer.





Figure 26: Sledge hammer.

We used these in Oder to obtain a fresh part of the rock so to determine the
composition, nature, mineralogy and an estimate the rock strength.
Geological hammer were also used for scale in the field when we took photographs,
and to reduce the sharp edges of the sample taken.
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Magnetic compass

Figure 27: Magnetic compass.

A compass is a navigational instrument that shows direction in a frame of reference that is
stationary relative to the surface of the earth. The frame of reference defines the four
cardinal directions or points; North, East, South, West. A magnetic compass contains a
ag et that i tera ts ith the earth s ag eti field a d alig s itself to poi t at the
magnetic poles. Directions of the magnetic poles are due north and south.
Uses of magnetic poles in the field:
 To measure the attitude of lithologies (i.e. strike, dip angle and dip direction).
 To check the magnetic property of lithologies.
 To locate the true north so as to find direction.
 To measure the dip angle and the strike direction of the outcrop encountered.
Global Positioning System

Figure 28: GPS-receiver.
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This is a satellite receiver that determines its own position on the ground, as true latitude
and true longitude if it is being moved from one place to another it can follow its change of
position and hence determine the compass bearing of its direction of movement and hence
the direction of the cardinal points relative to its direction of movement.
Uses of GPS in the field:
 Used to estimate the distance between sample points from outcrop
 To measure the latitude and longitude co-ordinates of points.
 To measure the elevations where the samples were obtained.
 It was also used as a reference to the topographic map.
Hand lens

Figure 29: Hand lens.

Hand lens are the basic magnifier used in field studies, in this case in geological mapping. It
is designed to provide relative high magnification of a small area rather than a low
magnification of a larger area.
Significance of hand lens in the field:
 It was used to aid in magnifying the grain sizes of samples so that we may be able to
analyze the mineralogical and textural characteristics of the samples, including- grain
shape, alignment and distribution.
Topographic Map
This is a type of a map characterized by a small-scale detail and quantitative representation
of relief, usually using contour lines in modern mapping. It shows both natural and
manmade structures. A contour line is a combination of two line segment that connect but
do not intersect: this represent elevation on a topographic map.
Significant of a topographical map on the field:
 To locate ourselves in the study area.
 To locate features such as streams, roads, trigonometric beacons, plantations.
Tape measure

Figure 30: Tape measure.
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A tape measure is a flexible type of a ruler; it is a portable type of measuring device. Its
flexibility allows for a measure of great length also around curves and corners
Uses:
 To measure the thickness of the lithologies
Field Notebook

Figure 31: Typical size field note book.

The field notebook was used to record all the field data such as co-ordinates, elevations,
field description of samples and environmental observations of the area.
The Digital Camera was
drainage
patterns,
particular interest.

used for taking photographs of lithologies, samples,
vegetation and any peculiar features of

The Permanent maker was used
for later reference when constructing

to mark and label the collected samples
and drawing the map.

Pencil including coloring pencil


Pencil was used to
write some of
dip-

draw on the map, and also to
the information such symbols for
direction.



Colour Pencils were used to shade the map and show different lithologies and their
sequence on the Topo-Map
The Eraser was used to erase when drawing the map with pencils.

Figure 32: Colour pencils.
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4. Chapter Four: Presentation of field observations
4.1. Rock description
The description of the rocks encountered was mainly achieved through the use of a hand
lens for determining the nature of the rock in terms of grain size and distribution etc.
In all our traverses we encountered quite a number of out crops and out of them we
extracted also quite a number of samples. From all those samples we obtained a couple of
rock types, whose descriptions were based on intensive and effective group discussions.
After rock descriptions we then as a group as well came to valid conclusions in terms of
rock classification. In our traverses we basically encountered the following rock types.
The rocks that were encountered by other groups were also included in the description;
this is so because at the end of the mapping procedure, all the work from the different
groups was correlated to come up with a comprehensive map of the whole study area.
In our study area, we have only encountered sedimentary and metamorphic which are
discussed below.

4.1.1. Sedimentary rocks
4.1.1.1.
Chert
Rock properties
Competency
Colour

Mineral composition

Texture
Other properties

Comments

Description
The rock was compact and difficult to break, meaning that the
rock has high competency.
The rock consists of alternating layers reddish-brown material and
white shiny material. The alternating layers however, are only a
few centimeters thick even though the whole formation is
massive. The reddish-brown material is very less compared to the
white material. Moreover, the alternating brown and white
materials are not well structured for a considerable stand.
The reddish-brown colour may be attributed to the presence of
iron oxides such as hematite (Fe2O3), magnetite (Fe3O4) and
sometimes goethite. The white material may be silica.
The rock is very fine grained
The rock is a microcrystalline, cryptocrystalline or microfibrous
sedimentary rock that may contain small fossils. It varies greatly in
colour which is an expression of trace elements present in the
rock. A microcrystalline material is a crystallized rock that contains
small crystals visible only through microscopic examination. Also
for cryptocrystalline, it ea s that the ro k s te ture is ade up
of minute crystals that are only visibly under microscopy.
The cryptocrystalline nature of this rock, combined with its above
average ability to resist weathering, recrystallization and
metamorphism has made it an ideal rock for preservation of early
life form for example the 3.2 Ga chert of the Fig Tree Formation
which we were mapping in the Barberton Mountains non-colonial
unicellular bacterial-like fossils.
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Figure 33: A picture showing an iron rich chert.

Conclusion
As a group, coupled with the literature review we concluded that the rock whose sample is
shown in figure above is Chert, which is a chemical sedimentary rock. The major difference
between Chert Banded Iron Formation is that Chert is predominantly composed of silica as
opposed to and BIF which is predominantly composed of iron oxides.
Occurrence
Chert occurs as oval to irregular nodules in greensand, limestone, chalk, and dolostone
formations as a replacement mineral, where it is formed as a result of some type of
diagenesis. Where it occurs in chalk, it is usually called flint. It also occurs in thin beds, when
it is a primary deposit (such as with many jaspers). Thick beds of chert occur in deep
geosynclinal deposits.
Chert also occurs in diatomaceous deposits and is known as diatomaceous chert.
Diatomaceous chert consists of beds and lenses of diatomite which were converted during
diagenesis into dense, hard chert. Beds of marine diatomaceous chert comprising strata
several hundred meters thick are reported from sedimentary sequences such as the
Miocene Monterey Formation of California and occur in rocks as old as the Cretaceous.

4.1.1.2.

Shale

Rock properties
Competency
Colour
Mineral composition

Description
The rock was easy to break i.e. is of lower competency.
Light grayish with some elements of brown.
The greyish colour of the rock maybe due to the mixing proportion
of the mafic (dark coloured) and felsic (light coloured) mineral
present in the rock. Feldspars can be responsible and also the
greatest contributor of the light colour of the rock due to the fact
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Texture
Other properties

that feldspars are susceptible to chemical attack that weathers
them to clay and also mafic minerals, typically pyroxene and
amphibole may be present due to their ability to weather into
clay. Minerals such as quartz and muscovite may be present but in
less than 1% because quartz is resistant to weathering and can
mostly weathers into sand, while the presence of muscovite with
make the rock to have shiny faces.
The rock is a fine-grained rock and characterized by laminations
and fissility.
It is fissile and laminated (made up of many layers). It splits into
pieces along the laminations or parallel layering or beddings less
than one centimeter in thickness.

Figure 34: A picture showing a shale, please note, the coin used is R1.

Conclusion:
The group concluded that the rock is shale.
Further description
The rock is a clastic sedimentary rock composed of mud (a mix of flakes of clay minerals and
tiny fragments of silt-sized particles) and other minerals, such as quartz and calcite. The
ratio of clay to other minerals is variable. Shale is characterized by breaks along thin laminae
or parallel layering or bedding less than one centimeter in thickness, called fissility. Shale
can be distinguished from Mudstones, on the fact that Mudstones do not exhibit fissility,
even though the two rocks are similar in composition.
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The fissility is attributed to the parallel orientation of clay mineral flakes. Shale is the most
common sedimentary rock.
Shales are typically composed of variable amounts of clay minerals and quartz grains.
Addition of variable amounts of minor constituents alters the color of the rock. Black shale
results from the presence of greater than one percent carbonaceous material and indicates
a reducing environment. Red, brown and green colors are indicative of ferric oxide
(hematite - reds), iron hydroxide (goethite - browns and limonite - yellow), or micaceous
minerals (chlorite, biotite and illite - greens).
The clay minerals that constitute shales are largely kaolinite, montmorillonite and illite. Clay
minerals of Late Tertiary mudstones are expandable smectites whereas in older rocks
especially in mid to early Paleozoic shales illites predominate. The transformation of
smectite to illite produces silica, sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron and water. These
released elements form authigenic quartz, chert, calcite, dolomite, ankerite, hematite and
albite, all trace to minor (except quartz) minerals found in shales.
Shales, together with Mudrocks contain around 95 percent of the organic matter in all
sedimentary rocks. Black shales which form in anoxic conditions contain reduced free
carbon along with ferrous iron (Fe2+) and sulfur (S2-). Pyrite and amorphous iron sulfide
along with carbon produce the black and purple coloration.
Formation
In the rock cycle, shale is formed by the process of compaction. The fine particles that
compose shale can remain suspended in water long after the larger and denser particles of
sand have been deposited. Shales are typically deposited in very slow moving water and are
often found in lakes and lagoon deposits, in river deltas, on floodplains and offshore from
beach sands. They can also be deposited on the continental shelf, in relatively deep, quiet
water.
'Black Shales are dark, as a result of being especially rich in unoxidized carbon. Common in
some Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata, black shales were deposited in anoxic, reducing
environments, such as in stagnant water columns. Some of the black shales contain
abundant heavy metals such as molybdenum, uranium, vanadium, and zinc. The enriched
values are of controversial origin, having been alternatively attributed to input from
hydrothermal fluids during or after sedimentation or to slow accumulation from sea water
over long periods of sedimentation
Fossils, animal tracks and burrows and even raindrop impact craters are sometimes
preserved on shale bedding surfaces. Shales may also contain concretions consisting of
pyrite, apatite, or various carbonate minerals.
Shales that are subject to heat and pressure of metamorphism alter into a hard, fissile,
metamorphic rock known as slate. With continued increase in metamorphic grade the
sequence is phyllite, then schist and finally to gneiss.
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4.1.1.3.

Siltstone

Rock properties
Competency
Colour
Texture

Mineral composition

Other properties

Description
The rock presented low competency because we never
experience any difficulties when breaking it in the field.
Brown
The rock has a fine texture because it is comprised of silt-size
particles to clay particles but the most dominant are the silt
size particles.
The silt size appears to be light in colour implying their possible
mineral composition which is likely to be quartz and feldspars,
with very minimal clay and micas to the sense that the rock
feels gritty and does not have shiny faces which could be
possibly micas.
The rock does not present fissility when breaking; rather it
breaks away and weathers at oblique angles unrelated to
bedding. This may be due to the minimal amount of clay that
will tend to disannul the distribution of weak between the
particles of the rock i.e. the sheet like structure produced by
clay minerals will be disturbed by the dominant silt size.

Figure 35: A picture showing a siltstone.

Conclusion
The group concluded that this rock is a siltstone
Formation
In the rock cycle, siltstone is formed by the process of compaction. The fine particles
typically that of silt-size that continued to be transported long after the larger and denser
particles of sand have been deposited. Silt is typically deposited in very slow moving water
and are often found in lakes and lagoon deposits, in river deltas, on floodplains and offshore
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from beach sands. They can also be deposited on the continental shelf, in relatively deep,
quiet water compared to that of sand.
Siltstone is not likely to preserve fossils because they usually form very thin beds compared
to other clastic rocks, but if they do is typically in very small amounts.

4.1.1.4.

Quartz arenites

Rock properties
Competency

Description
The rock presented medium to high competency when we were
breaking it in the field.
Colour
The rock appears to be whitish in colour
Texture
It is a coarse to medium rock dominated by sand size particles
Mineral composition The rock is mineralogical mature because is composed of about 98%
quartz and the 1% is actually the cementing materials which includes
the clay minerals, typically, kaolinite because of the very white colour
presented by the rock itself; and/or otherwise, carbonate. But
nevertheless, the presence of carbonates as cementing material in
the rock is very minimal since the rock does not actually stains hands
with the whitish materials which can be evidence for carbonates.
Other properties
This rock also present some special characteristics of breaking in
some sort of layers that appears to be very shiny compared to other
faces of the rock specimen and are composed of mica, typically
muscovite about 1% of the total rock specimen composition.

Figure 36: Quartz arenite.

Conclusion
The group concluded that the rock was quartz arenites (quartz dominated sandstone).
Formation
Quartz arenite is also called quartz sandstone and formed as a result of the extreme
weathering and sorting of a sediment until everything that can be removed has been
removed. The high content of quartz is as a result of removal of feldspar and lithic. This is
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done by the complete chemical weathering and then the final removal of the clay takes
place in high energy environments. Tidal sand bars that accumulate large bodies of quartz
sand are yet another situation that leads to formation of sandstone. Sand-sized quartz
grains could come from the weathering of source area rocks such as granite, gneiss, or other
sandstones which contain quartz.

4.1.1.5.

Arkosic sandstone

Rock properties
Competency

Description
The rock was fairly competent when we try to break it in the field i.e.
it was difficult to obtain the fresh sample using the hammer.
Colour
Brown to pinkish.
Texture
Medium to coarse and the rock was poorly sorted due to the variety
of grain sizes exhibited by the rock (hence texturally immature).
Consist of well packed angular to sub-angular grains. Sand grains
stand out in high relief. Randomly oriented grains and not matrix
dominated.
Mineral composition Consists of quartz, high feldspar content and small rock fragments.
Other properties
the rock has carbonate as a cementing material and this is evident
because as one rubs the fingers on the specimen, they are stained
with a whitish material.

Figure 37: Arkosic sandstone.

Conclusion
The group concluded that the rock is Arkosic sandstone.
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Formation
Arkose, a sandstone derived from disintegration of granite or gneiss, and characterized by
high feldspar content. This is thus the quartz sandstone containing over a quarter feldspar
with iron oxide cement. Micas may also be present. Bedding is sometimes present, but
fossils are rare. It effervesces slightly in dilute hydrochloric acid thus indicating calcite
cement. Its colour is usually in the shades of buff, brownish-gray or pink. Arkose sandstone
finds its applications in building stone, and millstones for grinding corn.

4.1.1.6.

Conglomerate

The outcrop of this rock was found near the T-junction between R38 road and the Sheba
mine road, on the western side of the junction. The vegetation surrounding the outcrop was
dense bushes with thorny trees. The pebbles on the outcrop was measured using a ruler and
was >2mm and was round, this was determined to distinguish it from a breccias which
contain angular clasts and by their sharp edges and unworn corners. The conglomerate
consists of the framework of gravel-size particles. The conglomerate was matrix-supported
and contained more sand-sized grains and other grains of various sizes, thus it was
o luded it s a para o glo erate. A d it as further lassified as a polygo i t
conglomerate.

Figure 38: Conglomerate.
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4.1.2. Metamorphic rocks
4.1.2.1.

Slate

Rock properties
Competency
Colour
Texture

Description
The rock was quite difficult to break during sample collection.
The rock is dark in colour.
The rock is a fine-grained and laminated rock, which resembles Shale
but however, is characterized by high competence as opposed to
Shale.
Mineral composition Consists of quartz, feldspars, small rock fragments and clay minerals
and mud.
Other properties
The rock has also the ability to break into layers but the phenomenon
is different from that of shale and is called foliation. The rock is
actually metamorphosed and the evidence is preserved by the
quartz vein on the rock.

Figure 39: Slate.

Conclusion
The group concluded the rock is a slate.
Further description
Slate is a homogeneous metamorphic rock derived from low-grade regional metamorphism
of Shale. The foliations in the rock may not correspond to the original layering. Slate is
frequently grey in colour but may also occur in a variety of colours.
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Mineral composition
Slate is mainly composed of quartz and muscovite or illite, often along with biotite, chlorite,
hematite, and pyrite and, less frequently, apatite, graphite, kaolin, magnetite, tourmaline,
or zircon as well as feldspar.
Formation,
Slate was formed in low heat and pressure, compared to a number of other metamorphic
rocks. As a result some fossils can be found in slate; sometimes even microscopic remains of
delicate organisms. The pressure causes the microscopic minerals in shale to align into a
more compact arrangement found in slate. Under more extreme conditions, pressure
causes certain minerals to re-crystallize and form slate
Uses
Slate is a good electrical insulator and fireproof, for that was used to construct early-20th
century electric switchboards and relay controls for large electric motors. Fine slate can also
be used as a whetstone to hone knives.
Due to its thermal stability and chemical inertness, slate has been used for laboratory bench
tops and for billiard table tops. Slate is also used for tombstones and commemorative
tablets.

4.1.2.2.

Quartzite

Rock properties
Competency

Description
The rock is highly competent, it hard to break when obtaining a fresh
sample.
Colour
The colour is greyish.
Texture
Medium to coarse textured.
Mineral composition Composed of recrystallized grains of quartz and some dark steaks
probably composed of rutile and magnetite.
Other properties
The dark minerals seem to be align in some sort of steaks with
alternating white bands but they do not preserve any special
orientation.

Conclusion
The group concluded that the rock is a quartzite.
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Figure 40: Quartzite.

Formation
Quartzite forms in two ways. In the first under the high pressures and temperature of deep
burial, sandstone recrystallizes resulting in a metamorphic rock. A quartzite in which all
traces of the original grains and sedimentary structures are erased is called meta-quartzite.
A quartzite is distinguished from sandstone by the fracture through the grains whereas
sandstone splits between them. It is a hard metamorphic rock originating from sandstone.
Sandstone is converted to a quartzite through heating and pressure usually related to
tectonic compression within orogenic belts. It is white to gray, has a medium to coarse
texture and is non-foliated rock. The types of minerals and the colour of the rock also
distinguish the type of sandstone that was metamorphosed to form the sandstone.

4.2. Geological map production
4.2.1. Procedure for map production
Geological Map Introduction
In a mapping procedure, the main aim is to produce a geological map that will illustrate the
diversity and structure of the rocks present in the area.
The construction, or acquisition of a geological map is invariably the first step in any rock
identification and documentation procedure and also in a mineral exploration programme,
and it remains an important control document for all subsequent stages of exploration and
mining. Effective mineral exploration requires an in-depth understanding of the lithological
and structural controls of mineralization. These insights are gained through geological
mapping at the early stages of the exploration program. A good geological map does not
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only provide focus to the exploration program, but also communicates the economic
potential of a mining project to stakeholders.
A geological map shows the distribution of different rocks over the surface of the Earth.
Geological maps use different colors and symbols to differentiate the different rock types
that are encountered during the geological mapping procedure. Geologic maps are often
superimposed over a topographic map (and at times over other base maps) with the
addition of a color mask with letter symbols to represent the kind of geological unit, fault
lines, strike and dip symbols, and various additional symbols (e.g. mine or mineralization) as
indicated by the map key. Geological maps and images provide information about
structures and rock types.
Geological maps provide a plan view of an area. They are produced by a combination of
aerial surveys and on-the-grou d appi g. They sho ro k types appeari g at Earth s
surface, as well as the orientation of rock strata.
On a geological map we are able to:




Recognize a variety of geological structures, especially faults and plunging or nonplunging folds.
Determine age relationships across faults (i.e. say which side of a fault is the downthrown side).

A geological map always has a key, from which we are able to:




Relate the information in the key to the map.
Interpret relationships between rock types.
Associate hand specimens with rock descriptions.

A geological map helps exploration geologists to easily visualize lithologies of a study area
and to quickly make judgments and conclusions concerned with or pertaining to rock
mineralization. A Geological map also helps geologists to make sense of new worlds
(Planetary Geology) and to understand past environments (Paleontology). All in the effort
to be acquainted with rocks types, their distribution, and their relationships to each other
and to the past geological environments and also to economic mineralization.
Geological survey is conducted on a prospect. A prospect is a restricted volume of ground
that is considered to have the possibility of directly hosting an ore body and is usually a
named geographical location.
The prospect could be outcropping mineralization, an old mine or any area that can be
interpreted as having a close spatial link with ore.
The standard stratigraphic approach in field mapping is lithostratigraphy, that is the
classification and correlation of rocks based on their physical characteristics, e.g. grain size,
composition, colour, fossil content, etc. and by their interrelationships with adjacent units.
Therefore one of the first objectives when mapping an area is to establish the range of
lithologies present. The lithologies that show on a geological map can thus be used to
assume that certain mineralization is linked to specific lithological assemblages as in the
lithological criteria of exploration.
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Geological mapping procedure
It is best to approach the mapping area as if it had not been mapped before. Looking at
published geological maps often leads to confusion and self-doubt rather than reassurance,
and, in any case, most published maps are at a different scale.
The Geological mapping is divided into a number of equally important activities that may be
grouped into:
Pre-field activities
The process encompasses Literature survey which was conducted at the University before
e left for the appi g pro edure. Literature as a hie ed through use of the U i ersity s
books, journals and publications in the library, through use of geology websites and citations
from the internet and most of it was achieved through the lecture that was conducted by
Mr. C. Mzerengi from the department of mining and geology. The process also looks at Field
preparations which include Check-list of field equipment and materials to be used
throughout the mapping procedure.
Field activities
Field activities are the main geological mapping procedures that are biased towards the
construction of geological map at the end of the undertaking.
Other supporting activities include: Guidelines for field geological data collection, Format for
field notebook, Scheme for field rock classification & naming, Guidelines for lithostratigraphic nomenclature. Field activities were as well characterized by a number of a
collection of steps such as:
Preliminary reconnaissance
This is to familiarize with ground attributes of geologic features and find-out access routes
to reach outcrops of interest that may be identified by remote sensing study which however
we could not conduct due undocumented circumstances.
Preliminary reconnaissance is conducted through walking a well-exposed section, which
provides an overview of the stratigraphy of the area. We begin by establishing the lithostratigraphy, bearing in mind that formations will often have to be recognized from
relatively small outcrops. However, the formations may have additional characteristics
which allow their recognition, such as geomorphological features (ridges, valleys, breaks of
slope etc.) or vegetation/land use changes. We then Produce a stratigraphic log and record
it in a field notebook.
The basic idea is that as we work across our field area (in a systematic manner) we make
observations, build simple hypotheses and test them. As the map develops we mark on
where geological boundaries are presumed to lie. Black ink is used in marking boundaries
and the use of solid lines in only restricted to visible boundaries with dotted lines being used
in instances where the boundary is gradational or not readily apparent.
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In areas of no exposure we used the symbol 'NE' in and record, and vegetation type was the
key aspect aiding in the identification of contacts.
Before assigning no exposure to an area we have to search thoroughly for evidence,
including animal burrows, ditches, tracks, or soil profiles. This material may be weathered
and there is need to be able to recognize the lithostratigraphic units in their weathered
state
Before finishing our field work we had to decide where to place our cross-section(s). A line
or lines normal to the strike of the main structure or structures is usually chosen. This
reveals geology that is representative of the structure.
Our field time and activities were organized in a systematic manner. Development of a plan
of work was undertaken, and was being modified with the course of the mapping
procedure. Daily tasks were defined to aid in efficiency and effectiveness of the entire group
member. From the reconnaissance survey we realized that Geological mapping has a steep
learning curve. When you start in an area it takes time to get going but as the days pass your
ability to read the ground and the geology improves and so does the rate at which you
complete your map. What seems an insurmountable problem in the first instance can
completely vanish later when you are really on top of the area?
From our geological reconnaissance survey, all our lithologies were striking in a generally
south- easterly direction. Also from our geological reconnaissance survey we could realize
that we had a lot of exposure such that the location of outcrops was not much of a problem
as compared to the mapping procedure in Tshipise.
Traverse line design
The area was divided into equally spaced blocks and these blocks were mapped
systematically one to the next. Precaution was made not to start work in widely separated
areas but rather, to begin from a well exposed section and move outward from this.
Traverse lines were thus designed in such a manner that they cut out the lithologies almost
normally. This is so because the essence to field mapping is to try by all the means to
document all the lithologies which would otherwise be missed if the mapping process was
to be conducted parallel to the strike direction of the lithologies. We basically designed four
equally spaced traverse lines in line with the theory of uniformity in mineral exploration.
The theory of uniformity requires that all the sampling points be equally spaced and should
be defied prior to the actual field exercise so as to eliminate the chances of subjectivity.
Outcrop identification and sample collection (continued)
However, there were instances where we could not encounter any out crop exposures. This
then prompted us to look for other evidence for the underlying lithologies. There are
various reasons as to why one may fail to encounter out crops, some of these reasons
include: buildings which were erected on out crops, areas covered with soil, vegetation and
debris and also areas whose out crops are soft and were easily washed away or eroded.
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This then prompted us to note the soil colour, geomorphological features, and lithology of
any pebbles present in the soil and to note the characteristic vegetation.
We also looked at road cuttings, in stream beds. This also assisted us to delineate
lithological contacts which were sharp in some instances but in many instances the rock
contacts were gradational in nature
Post-field activities: These activities mainly focus on field data analysis.
Final activities
The main feature in this category is Geologic map preparation.

4.2.1.1.

How to make a geological map

After collection of the sequential arrangement of lithologies, their attitude (strike, dip angle
and dip direction), and also their contacts we then embarked on geologic map production.
Contacts were either sharp (easily observed) or gradational (not easily observed)
A number of aspects were looked at in areas were the contact was gradational. These
aspects include the following.



soil colour changes
vegetation changes

Sharp Geological boundaries were shown as solid continuous lines whereas gradational
boundaries were shown as dotted lines. Distances from one contact to another were
computed from the GPS coordinates and from direct measurements using a tape measure.
GPS coordinates were converted to ground distances through the use of an appropriate
scale of conversion.
Different colours were used to depict the different lithologies that we encountered and
symbols were used to depict the attitudes of the lithologies and other geological features.
The information shown graphically on the map was generally also recorded in writing in a
field notebook.
Contacts between lithologies were traced on the map at each traverse line and latter at the
end of the mapping procedure, the contact markings on each traverse were then correlated
with the information on the adjacent traverses. The types of contacts were carefully defined
as either sharp or gradational using bold lines or dotted lines respectively. The possible
types of contacts included different types of sedimentary contacts, intrusive contacts, and
fault contacts. Sedimentary contacts are called conformable contacts.
The structural data which were recorded included the geometry of the bedding in the case
of sedimentary or volcanic rocks. It would include the foliation in the case of a metamorphic
rock. In some cases, layering within plutonic igneous rocks can also be measured. Where
faults were present, the surface was also measured for its orientation. Fault traces on maps
are shown as heavy, dashed lines
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Beds that were dipping vertically were shown with the dip symbol on both sides of the
strike, and beds that are flat are shown like the vertical beds, but with a circle around them.
After compilation of all the necessary and after engaging ourselves in the rigorous geological
map production, our section was cut out and correlated with other sections from other
groups. This was conducted so as to come up with a comprehensive geological map of the
Barberton Green Stone Belt as shown below.

Figure 41: Digitized geological map.

4.2.1.2.

Cross section

As it has been put across before, the geological cross section shows the behavior of rocks in
the subsurface. It give a cross sectional view of different subsurface rock lithologies as they
appear in the earth or near the earth surface. It generally shows the trend in which the rock
lithologies are dipping into the subsurface. A suitable scale is used when drawing the
projection of cross-section of lithologies and the following procedure was used:






Dra li e A A o the ap a ross lithologies.
Follow the line of the cross-section and record structural data, as much as possible.
Place the edge of a clean paper (full length) on the chosen line of cross-section.
Mark the points of intersections of the topographical contours and the cross-section
along this edge.
Mark other features such as the crest of the hill or the location of the stream are no
contour lines present.
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Indicate elevations of the contours on every contour marked especially if they are
widely spaced and if closely spaced only those which marked change in slope
direction must be used.
Draw a series of elevations lines on a sheet of paper with the spacing equal to the
spacing interval and plotted at the same scale as the map.
Transfer the topographic profile along the cross-section line from the edge of the
marked paper, which now represent the line of cross-section.

Figure 42: A digitized cross section of the Barberton Greenstone Belt .

At each point of lithological contact from the geological map, the dip angle is the
fundamental parameter allowing us to depict the distribution of lithologies in the
subsurface. The point to note is that the line should be specified on the geological map from
which the cross section is constructed.
The construction of a geological map and its cross section helps to visualize the lithological
formation on a three dimensional aspect, from which the volumes of the different
lithologies can be computed.

4.2.1.3.

Future of geological mapping

Geological mapping is frequently being assisted by the application of remote sensing. This
involves obtaining information through the analysis of data acquired by a device not in
contact with, or remote from, an object or area in question. Data comes in the form of aerial
photos, multispectral satellite imagery and radar imagery.
A geologist can use these images to identify and map a wide range of geological features,
including landforms, rock types, rock structures, and topography. While remote sensing will
never replace traditional field explorative geological mapping, it will provide future
geologists with invaluable techniques for improving the mapping process. We can be sure
that the very future of geological mapping will rely heavily on such remote imaging systems.
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Aerial photos and Satellite Images
Aerial Photographs are taken from aircraft, usually flying fairly low above the terrain. They
are in either natural colors or black and white. They show the topography of the area in the
photograph, and possibly give some indication of the nature of the vegetation.
“atellite ages as the a e i plies are take fro satellites a o e Earth s at osphere.
Therefore they cover a much larger area than conventional aerial photographs, but may
show less detail. However, many topographic features can still be identified on satellite
images. Satellite images are not photographs: they use computer-enhanced false colours
which can be varied to emphasize a range of different features, such as rock types,
vegetation or soil chemistry.
Aerial photograph or a satellite image can be used to:
•
Distinguish the overall distribution of rock types. Distinguish between major regions
of folded sedimentary rocks, igneous rocks and areas covered by recent sediments.
•
Recognize major structures such as folds, faults, batholiths, volcanoes, dikes, sand
dune fields etc.
•

Identify and describe topographic and cultural features.
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5. Chapter Five: Discussions
5.1. Lily mine visit

Figure 43: The group at Lily mine.

Introduction
The lily mine is located in the north eastern region of the Barberton mountain land in South
Afri a s Mpu ala ga pro i e. The operatio s urre tly o prise of a ope pit which has
progressed into underground mine, a metallurgical plant, an assay laboratory and related
infrastructure.
Brief Historical Background of Barberton goldfields
Although Graha
ar er e posed ar er s ‘eef i ‘i ers Creek ehi d ar erto i
and is often credited with establishing the goldfield, there were other claimants in the
vicinity, such as French Bob in May/June 1883 on the Moodies Estates near Barberton, and
the discovery in May 1885 by Edwin Bray of the Sheba Reef in his Golden Quarry below
Eureka City, which sparked the gold rush with reputedly 50,000oz from the first 11,000t. The
Sheba mine is renowned for its high grades (even now).
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ET Cons (Eastern Transvaal Consolidated) originally consisted of New Consort Gold Mines
which was incorporated in 1925, changing its name to ET Cons in 1933. Sheba was acquired
in 1937 and Agnes in 1949, becoming part of the Anglovaal Group in 1948. The other
companies in the area were Gencor (previously GenMin) in the 1970s which had the
refractory Fairview gold mine, (on which the BIOX extraction technique was developed) and
later ‘a d Mi es ar rook restarti g i the 9 s. The ar erto gold i es ere
generally not understood because they did not fit into conventional South African placer
gold-type geology.
In the 1990s Anglovaal broke up / divested its mines (and Gencor became part of Gold
Fields), high cost mines were sold, with Pan African Resources eventually resulting in holding
Sheba, Consort and Fairview after acquiring them from Metorex in July 2007. (Pan African
Resources are now the only other major regional player, compared to Eastern Goldfields,
and produce 100,000ozpa from their 3 mines through their old rabbit-warren shaft systems
[apparently no declines have been sunk]).
So the Barberton Goldfield has remained largely untouched since the 1930s (the number of
mines had already dropped to 12 by the 1914-1918 Great War and the rest were whittled
down in the 1930 to 1933 depression), due mainly to: Tenement boundary restrictions,
Poor recoveries (most of the mines are arsenopyrite refractory, or preg-robbing due to
carbonaceous material), with a few free-milling gold like Lily and Sheba, Poorly understood
ore mineralisation controls, The majors controlling the major mines and possibly some of
the other areas, until they divested their interests, and Water inflow.
Geology of lily mine
Lily mine is located to a major geological structure known as the lily fault; the mine has
displayed significant gold mineralisation over a strike length of 500 meters and to a depth of
at least same extent. The ore body is wide in places and is known to have concentration of
visible gold. The deposit has a strike direction of east-west and a dip angle of 74 degrees. It
has a shear zone of 16 millimetres; the shear zone is bounded by talc schist in the footwall
and greywacke and banded iron formation, chert and amphibolite in the hanging wall. The
mineralization is, without exception, structurally controlled, with folding and faulting
creating the open spaces in which gold mineralisation developed. Lily mine is located within
the fig tree and Onverwacht group, it is of Archaean age. The ore body is mined through
longwall stoping. Underground development and stoping utilises mechanised, long-hole
drilling, blasting, mucking and hauling methods.
Processing plant
(i) Primary crusher
There are two processes in the processing plant for Lily and Taylor mine. The ore is
transported from lily mine by trucks to the processing plant and dumped into the crusher by
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the front-end-loader. The crusher is called cone crusher because it has a cone that moves
around in a bowel. Below is the picture of the crusher at the Lily and Taylor proccesing
plant.

Figure 44: Crusher for Lily mine located in Barbrook.

(ii) Mill
The crushed ore is transported to the mill where it is grinded into finer particles, to ease
further refinement of ore.
(iii) Floatation cell
The ore is therefore mixed with water to form slurry which is treated in the floatation cell. In
the floatation cell gold is separated from waste by taking an advantage of differences in
their hydrophobicity. A reagent or collector chemical is added into floatation cell, it adsorb
gold particles and binds it to the bubbles which floats on the surface and the waste sink at
the bottom of the cell. The concentrate is collected for further refinement.
(iv) BIOX plant
Gold is taken through floatation cell before it is taken to the BIOX plant. The BIOX process,
involves bacterial action which destroys the sulphide minerals and exposes the gold for
leaching (the process was pioneered at the Fairview Mine by Gencor Process Research - now
Billiton Process Research). The gold in the sulphide ores is encapsulated in sulphide
minerals, which prevent the gold from being leached by cyanide. The bacterial process
results in accelerated oxidation. The process is noted for its robustness, simplicity of
operation, environmental friendliness and cost-effectiveness, and offers real advantages
over conventional refractory processes such as roasting and pressure oxidation (Van
Aswegen et al., 2007).
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Figure 45: BIOX plant for Lily mine located in barbrook.

(v) Carbonate leach tanks
The crushed ore is fed to tanks of cyanide solution, where gold is dissolved in the cyanide.
The pregnant solution is the transferred to a series of tanks, where carbon is added. The
gold is adsorbed onto the surface of carbon. The carbon, with gold attached, is removed by
screening. The gold bearing carbon is then introduced into a heated sodium hydroxidecyanide-water solution where the gold is dissolved. This solution is passed through a series
of electro winning cells, where gold quickly plates onto the stainless steel cathodes. The
gold is washed from the cathodes, with high pressure sprays, dried, and melted, to be
poured into moulds for gold bricks, or ingots.
Summary of Lily mine development
Lily mine started as an open pit in 2000, it is now a shallow underground operation. The Lily
mine plan shows that, over the next three years, production will be mainly derived from the
wide ore body pay shoot beneath the backfilled main pit, where the spiral decline has been
developed. By the end of this three years mining plan, at least five stoping areas should be
available in this relatively higher grade area.
Visit to the Barberton Museum
Video Watching
The video was basically showing the events that are responsible for the formation of the
earth and the processes of tectonic plates that lead to the formation volcanoes all around
the globe. The video was divided into two parts namely:
 The history of the earth
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 The restless earth.
The History of the Earth
Continental drift
The video was showing basically the history of the earth, the concept of tectonic plates
which leads to the formation or separation of continents from one another. The video was
also showing the evidence that continents were once a one big continent called Pangaea,
then due to tectonic forces and movement it separated into the continents present today
over time.
Close examination of a globe often results in the observation that most of the continents
seem to fit together like a puzzle: the West African coastline seems to snuggle nicely into
the east coast of South America and the Caribbean Sea; and a similar fit appears across the
Pacific. The fit is even more striking when the submerged continental shelves are compared
rather than the coastlines. It was proposed that the continents were once compressed into
a single protocontinent which was called Pangaea (meaning "all lands"), and over time they
have drifted apart into their current distribution.
It is believed that Pangaea was intact until the late Carboniferous period, about 300 million
years ago, when it began to break up and drift apart. However, there was lacked of
geological mechanism to e plai ho the o ti e ts ould drift a ross the earth s surfa e as
proposed.
One of the first pieces of geophysical evidence that was used to support the movement of
lithospheric plates came from Paleomagnetism. This is based on the fact that rocks of
different ages show a variable magnetic field direction, evidenced by studies since the mid–
nineteenth century.
The magnetic north and south poles reverse through time, and, especially important in
paleotectonic studies, the relative position of the magnetic north pole varies through time.
It was assumed that the North Pole location had been shifting through time. An alternative
explanation, though, was that the continents had moved (shifted and rotated) relative to
the North Pole, and each continent, in fact, shows its own "polar wander path".
The second piece of evidence in support of continental drift came from data on the
bathymetry of the deep ocean floors and the nature of the oceanic crust such as magnetic
properties and, more generally, with the development of marine geology which gave
evidence for the association of seafloor spreading along the mid-oceanic ridges and
magnetic field reversals.
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The formation of Barberton mountain land was also part of the presentation of the video.
Radioactivity dating was also shown in which the age of racks was determined using
radioactive decay.
The mapping method of ocean floor geology using ships:
 Geophysics (seismic programming)
 Shafts and hydraulic dredges to collect boulders at the sea floor and then check the
magnetism (reverse magnetization and non-magnetic property).
 Magnetic detectors mounted on the ship.
The mapping of the ocean floor is carried out using a ship to determine the sea floor terrain
and geological features. The outcome of the mapping serves as the proof for continental
drifting.
The Restless Earth
This part of the video was showing the dynamism of the earth and all seismological studies
which are responsible for the shifting up of the internal structure of the earth. Such
activities of volcanism and earthquake have led to a varied geology found in the present
day.
The ring of fire is formed due to the movement of tectonic plates which leads to the
creation of volcanoes around the ring of fire. At the middle ridges of the ocean floor, hot
molten magma moves upwards and cools, then moves under the continental land mass.
Some materials get sucked below the land mass and other concentrate at the middle of the
o ea ala i g the la d asses. There are re ords of a teria s fou d o ro ks o the land,
such bacteria could have been the deep sea bacteria which may have been the direct
assemblance of life on earth.
Plumes
This can change the course of evolution and shape the landscape. Plumes can erupt lava
flows containing large amounts of gases into the atmosphere leading to acid rain, ice age
and extinction of more than 60% of the species.
Alaska was hit by magnitude 4.5 earthquake in 1964 caused by the ocean floor moving
under Alaska.

5.2. Recommendations
It is important that some of the key issues that affects students during mapping should be
eliminated or otherwise reduced and these includes: the study area coverage must be fairly
equal; students must not be forced to continue going to the if they have done mapping and
verification; the data obtained by students should not be undermined or considered useless
rather methods of error control and elimination must be used in the interpolation of data
during the construction of the map; it should be oted also that the earth s surfa e ha ges
continuously and therefore, experience with the area must not control on how mapping is
done but should be applied as a method of verification to improve the data collected.
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Proper equipment for rock identification in the field should also be provided by the
department to allow students to be more precise in naming rocks. The use of the aerial
photos and other literature review materials should be introduced earlier enough during
the relevant semester to allow students to have the feel of the area before they actually go
there than introducing maps only when the study areas are to be chosen. Students should
be also introduced or referred to the more precise literature review materials before they
actually visit the field.

5.3. Conclusions
We could say the field trip was a success because we achieved our main objectives and
minor objectives. This was very important for students since we will also need the
information when we enter the work place. It was a learning curve for the third year
students of geology. The following are some of the things that we learned:


One of our main aims is to produce a geological map and a cross-sectional map from
which at the end of the day we did and also learned how to do it.
 We learned how to conduct the geological mapping in a professional way and apply
our theoretical knowledge (structural geology) to practical.
 We learned how to use different but yet important equipment like GPS for locating
ourselves and find direction and elevations, hand lens, magnetic campus, both
sledge and geological hummer, and we also learnt how to use features like valleys,
rivers, vegetation, and GPS to locate our self on the map when mapping in a certain
traverse.
 During the course of the mine visits we learned a lot and saw how mine operates in
different perspective.
 We learned how to interpret the areas that have undergone complex deformation.
We learned how to cope with geological problems on our own.
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